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Pop star Kesha 
performs at the 
Stroh to raise 
funds for charity
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SAT., JAN. 28
11:18 A.M.
Phillip R. Shepherd, 29, was arrested for 
thet/shopliting at Meijer on West Gypsy 
Lane Road. Shepherd was lodged at the 
Wood County Justice Center.
11:11 P.M. 
Troy A. Loescher, 20, was cited for disorderly 
conduct/loud music within the 700 block of 
East Napolean Road. 
SUN., JAN. 29
1:47 A.M.
Jala Y. Fulton, 20, was cited for underage 
under the inluence within the 100 block of 
East Court Street.
1:54 A.M.
Drake A. Beitel, 21, was cited for disorderly 
conduct/public urination within the 100 
block of North Prospect Street.
2:04 A.M.
, and Shania T. Williams, 
19, were cited for disorderly conduct/
ighting and underage under the inluence 
within the 100 block of East Wooster Street.
MON., JAN. 30
5:00 A.M.
Michael W. Vestal, 24, was arrested for 
criminal trespass within the 600 block of 
Manville Avenue. Vestal was lodged at the 
Wood County Justice Center.
Students work to heal heels
By Quentin Ison 
Reporter
 
On Saturday, students and Bowling Green 
community members gathered for the 
second annual “Sole Hope” shoe cutting 
event, hosted by the Bowling Green Medlife 
organization.  
Students were tasked with cutting up 
donated pairs of blue jeans into different 
shoe patterns.  Once completed, the patterns 
are shipped to the Sole Hope headquarters 
in North Carolina, where a seamstress sews 
the product together.  The finished shoes 
are then sent to impoverished third world 
nations, such as Uganda, where foot health 
is a major concern.  
“We use donated items such as old tires 
to make foot soles and different colors of 
denim jeans to help form a sturdy shoe,” 
Julie Emmert, volunteer coordinator, said. 
Making a shoe is a strenuous process 
which can take some time without help.   
“We can cut a pair of shoes in 45 minutes,” 
Emmert said.  
Along with the amount of time it takes to 
make a good finished design, volunteers are 
a vital element to Sole Hope’s success.  
“We have seen an increase in attendance 
since last semester’s event, I think it was 
easier to reach out to student organizations 
and community members the second time 
around,” Alanna Meadows, BGSU Medlife 
chapter president, said.
The key to hosting any charitable event 
starts with gathering donations.  Sole Hope 
asked for a donation of $5 from each person 
in attendance, a cost which goes to shipping 
the patterns and hiring a seamstress.  Apart 
from student donations, other campus 
organizations are committed to the cause.  
“We got $100 from the Chapman Learning 
Community in Kohl Hall last semester and 
accumulated about $300 in donations. This 
year we are hoping to reach $500,” Maddi 
Tyson, Medlife fundraising chair, said.
Apart from Sole Hope, Medlife 
participates in a vast amount of other 
activities that focus on improving health in 
impoverished nations.  
“Medlife is scheduled to do mobile 
clinics in Tanzania this coming May.  We 
hope to send about 15 people.  Our project 
will focus on development work as well as 
education on basic hygiene and dentistry 
precautions,” Meadows said.  
The organization sees the fruits of its 
labor shine ripe.  
“We see first hand how we have made an 
impact on these communities, and I think 
that is such a rewarding feeling,” Meadows 
said.  
For more information about Sole Hope 
and Medlife, log onto OrgSync and search 
keyword Medlife. Medlife will meet again 
on Feb. 9 in room 110 of the Business 
Administration building at 7:30 p.m.  The 
meeting is open to the general public.  PHOTO PROVIDED
Students cut up donated pairs of jeans that would be sent of to make pairs of shoes.
“We have seen an 
increase in attendance 
since last semester’s 
event, I think it was 
easier to reach out to 
student organizations 
and community 
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of cable and  
high speed internet  
at no additional  
charge
ALSO INCLUDED
Gas heat and Gas cooking
Water (hot and cold)




BEST OF BG 
Voted #1 for Off-Campus Housing  
2014-2015 by students
912 Klotz Rd. • 419.353.4316 • falconspointe.com
Individual Leases •
Unfurnished / Furnished Apts •
Flat Screen T.V’s In Furnished Apts •
4 bed / 4 bath •
Free Tanning •
Free High Speed Internet •
Free Private Shuttle •
Free Private Fitness Center •
Free Printing in Private Computer Lab •
Basketball & Volleyball Courts •
and so much more! •
LEASE TODAY BEFORE  
SPOTS MELT AWAY




Several University students and St. Thomas 
More University Parish parishioners travelled 
to Washington D.C. to the March for Life on 
Friday.
This was senior graphic design major Sophia 
Moretto’s fifth year attending the march, and 
this year she took her fiancé Joseph Bauer, a 
senior studying computer science and math. 
Both attend mass at St. Thomas More, but they 
went to D.C. with a group sponsored by the 
Diocese of Steubenville.
This year was the march’s 44th anniversary.
“Every year they say the same thing—that 
they hope they don’t see us next year,” Moretto 
said.
While Bauer said he went mainly because 
Moretto wanted him to, several events surprised 
him as a first time marcher.
“I just couldn’t get over how many different 
people there were, especially at the mass at the 
basilica. It was overflowing,” Bauer said.
Bauer and Moretto left Thursday morning 
and attended mass at the Basilica of the National 
Shrine of the Immaculate Conception that 
night. The mass took about two hours because 
the church was so full. It was broadcasted for 
those sitting at other places in the church, and 
March for Life draws BG locals
PHOTO BY SOPHIA MORETTOCommunity members and students joined the March for Life in Washington, D.C. this past Friday.
PHOTO BY SOPHIA MORETTO
Marchers parade in front of the Washington 
Monument in D.C.
Continues on Page 16








Sophomore, Supply Chain Management
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“Rap, hip-hop and 
R&B when I’m 
with people and 
EDM when I’m 
working out.”
“I’m a fan of every 
genre. It’s hard 
to pick out one 
speciic one, I am a 
fan of them all.”
“Indie-folk, 
deinitely. I love 
raw instruments 
and tantrumon on 
the drum.”
“Probably country 
because I like the 
message that it 
says. Good Jeep-
cruising music.”
Obama: we really cannot hide the facts. Here’s 
my take on the last eight years. 
Barack Obama will go down in history 
as one of our country’s most successful 
presidents, but in reality, the amount of 
destruction that he has wrought in such a 
short period of time is astounding. Make no 
mistake, this was intentional, and he was 
successful. Nearly half of the population is 
now on some form of welfare. 94 million 
working-age Americans are unemployed, 
yet we are supposed to believe that the 
unemployment rate is below 6%. Our military 
is the weakest it has been in generations, 
thanks to the destruction of our nuclear 
arsenal, even though we’ve been facilitating 
the development of nuclear weapons for 
terrorist regimes such as Iran, who publicly 
call for death to America and Israel. We are 
doing this while other world powers, such as 
China and Russia continue to expand their 
own nuclear arsenals. We were also allowing 
Hillary Clinton to transfer ownership of 
United States’ uranium to Russia, in return 
for $140 million in “donations” to the Clinton 
‘crime family’ foundation.
Obama added 7.5 trillion and counting 
to our national debt while printing $80 
billion per month(QE&QE2), to the tune of 
$4.5 trillion being pumped into Wall Street. 
Obama allowed government takeover of 
GM (at the expense of the bondholders and 
the taxpayers), as well as of the entire health 
care insurance industry, and he lied through 
his teeth to facilitate this. He incited racial 
division at every possible juncture, as well 
as class warfare, because when we stand 
divided, we are much easier to conquer.
Obama constantly degraded and 
apologized for America on a world stage, 
while teaching our children in schools that 
America is evil and was founded upon this 
evilness - an America that has, in a time span 
of less than 250 years, been the greatest force 
for good in the history of the world. When 
he was in office we had a first lady that said 
she’d never been proud of America before her 
husband was elected, and make no mistake, 
these two are completely representative of 
the Democrat party elite. It’s obvious that 
Obama wanted to take America down a 
couple of notches, and that he does not want 
America to be the greatest nation on earth. 
But if not America, then who?
He blatantly refused enforcement of 
immigration laws and he trampled upon the 
Constitution, after taking an oath to uphold 
it and to enforce the laws of this country. He 
facilitated the invasion of America by illegal 
immigrants, for the sole purpose of infusing 
the Democrat party with future voters and 
building the dependent class necessary 
for liberals to remain in power. I say, let’s 
legalize all the illegal immigrants with only 
one caveat: they’re not allowed to vote for 25 
years.
Say this to a liberal and you will find out 
what their true agenda is when it comes to 
illegal immigration.
Obama insulted and abandoned our allies 
while he simultaneously defended, appeased, 
and bowed to our enemies. He released 
known terrorists back onto the battlefield 
during an armed conflict, something I find 
treasonous, and then “traded” them for a 
known traitor (Beau Bergdahl).
He used federal agencies such as the IRS to 
target American citizens who disagreed with 
him politically. He used the DOJ to further 
the racial divide by non-prosecution 




The Adventures of a College Student: Procrastination!
BY: CHANLER BROWN
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: 
Letters are to be fewer than 
300 words. They should be 
in response to current issues 
on campus or in the Bowling 
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS: Guest 
Columns are generally longer 
pieces between 400 and 700 
words. Two submissions per 
month maximum.
POLICIES: Letters to the 
Editor and Guest Columns 
are printed as space on 
the Forum page permits. 
Additional Letters or Guest 
Columns may be published 
online. Name, year and 
phone number should be 
included for verification 
purposes. Personal attacks, 
unverified information or 
anonymous submissions will 
not be printed.
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS: 
Send submissions as an 
attachment to thenews@
bgnews.com with the subject 
line marked “Letter to the 
Editor” or “Guest Column.” 
All submissions are subject to 
review and editing for length 
and clarity before printing. 
SUBMISSION 
POLICY
Surviving The Super Bowl  
Looking forward for science
This Sunday is one of the biggest sports days of 
the year, or so I’m told. This Sunday is the Super 
Bowl, where the best of one conference plays 
against the best of another conference.
If you know me, you know I hate football 
and anything related to sports. For those of 
you who feel the same way, I’m going to offer 
my invaluable tips on how to survive another 
Sunday filled with football.
One of my personal favorite ways to avoid 
sports in general is to have a mini-marathon of 
my favorite TV shows. For instance, two years 
ago, USA Network aired a marathon of “Law 
& Order: Special Victims Unit” the night of the 
Super Bowl that was aptly titled “The Benson 
Bowl,” showing some of the best Olivia Benson 
episodes in the show’s history. They may not 
be doing another Benson Bowl marathon this 
year, but there are episodes of the show airing 
on USA the day of the Super Bowl.
If a marathon of Olivia Benson isn’t your idea 
of a Super Bowl Sunday, but you still want to 
have a marathon of something, then I suggest 
turning to reality TV. For me, I recommend a 
marathon of “The Real Housewives of Orange 
County,” as my favorite real housewife, Heather 
Dubrow, just announced that she’s leaving the 
show after five seasons. Is there a better way to 
honor the queen of class by having a marathon 
of her best moments? I think not.
So maybe watching reality TV or the 
Benson Bowl isn’t among your ideal ways to 
celebrate the big game. Don’t worry, I’m not 
out of suggestions. If you still want to watch 
TV and stay in the realm of football, then I 
suggest watching “Friday Night Lights,” which 
is available to stream on Netflix. The show 
deals with a high school football team and the 
trials and tribulations that surround the Dillon 
Panthers’ players and coaches, and shines a 
spotlight on what happens to them both on 
and off the field. Clear eyes and full hearts - you 
can’t lose with watching this show.
However, I’m not totally against the Super 
Bowl in its entirety. After all, Lady Gaga, the 
Mother Monster herself, is performing at the 
halftime show. If betting on sports isn’t your 
thing, you can bet on how many times I’ll cry 
during her performance (my money’s on me 
crying twice). 
But, if you don’t like sports and feel you must 
watch the game, for your sake, I hope you’re at 
a party with lots of food and with lots of people 
you know so you can at least be surrounded by 
people who hopefully know what’s going on 
more than you do.




In August of 1963, The March on Washington 
for Jobs and Freedom took place in the U.S., 
and Martin Luther King Jr. gave his most 
famous speech. Marching and protesting 
are activities that give to those who don’t 
feel they are being heard a voice through  a 
powerful display of solidarity. We march to 
show those who run this country there are 
people who believe an idea is important, 
no matter what the idea is. It is a tool for the 
masses to utilize, and can cause extremely 
influential results.
So why march for science, or perhaps 
just a part of science? Science is a two-
part discipline and I believe Neil deGrasse 
Tyson, a world-renowned astrophysicist 
and science communicator, said it best: 
“Part of what it is to be scientifically-literate, 
it’s not simply ‘Do you know what DNA is? 
‘What the Big Bang is?’” That’s an aspect 
of science literacy. The biggest part of it is 
whether or not you know how to think about 
information that’s presented in front of you. 
This is an idea I like to refer to as the scientific 
philosophy. I am not asking you to march 
for the acceptance of knowledge and facts, 
I am asking you to march for a philosophy 
that everyone can adopt and utilize in every 
aspect of their lives and in their country’s 
future. You don’t have to give up your 
religious beliefs, as science and religion can 
co-exist. You don’t have to accept climate 
change or the Big Bang. I simply ask you to 
march to show our leaders that we need to 
accept a different philosophy, one that they 
should deploy when forming policy.
It may sound like we will be entering 
the planet Vulcan from the Star Trek series 
with people using logic and reason to guide 
their world views, but there is one thing 
that humans will always be influenced by: 
emotions. The thing that makes us human 
is emotion, and emotions will undoubtedly 
be incorporated into this philosophy as 
well. Emotion is a very powerful tool that 
galvanizes people to do what they believe 
is right. I ask you to incorporate this new 
scientific philosophy into your final decision 
of what is right and wrong. Humans are very 
much subjective beings, but objectivity 
needs a seat at the table. 
On April 22nd, 2017, a March for Science 
is scheduled. A march to ensure science will 
remain an integral part of our nation’s phi-
losophy. One march close to Bowling Green 
will be in Ann Arbor. Respect your neigh-
bors and your earth during these marches 
and always protest in peace.




of blacks. He used the EPA to restrict 
economic growth and development and 
to limit personal property freedom to 
the greatest extent possible. He used the 
NSA to spy on the American people. Just 
a question here: do you think it’s possible 
that Chief Justice John Roberts is being 
blackmailed?
There is no doubt that the impetus for 
moral decay in this country is the liberal, 
leftist, progressive, marxist, socialist, 
communist ideologic philosophy 
exemplified by the modern day democrat 
party. America is the example the rest of 
the world should follow. History teaches 
us that liberalism, by whatever name you 
call it, is a complete failure and often 
results in actions of a genocidal nature. 
One cannot avoid having to face the 
destruction that was caused by the leftist 
administration that was formerly in the 
White House.
Thank God this pathologically lying 
President is gone!
Reply to Scott at
thenews@bgnews.com
 Obama Continued from Page 4
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19-track debut album impresses
Teegan Matthews
Pulse Reporter
Kehlani Parrish is an up-and-coming R&B 
singer who has been gaining popularity 
with the release of earlier music. Her 
mixtape “You Should Be Here” from 2015 
was even nominated for a Grammy. Since 
then, many people have been anticipating 
the release of her debut project -- two 
years later, it is finally here. Parrish pulled 
out all the stops for the release of her first 
official album “SweetSexySavage,” which 
includes 19 tracks. The album has no 
features on it, which I respect because 
as an artist, it’s important that people 
get to know you and see what you can do 
without any influence from other artists. 
Parrish’s type of music is very modern 
and she is creating a lane for herself, but 
at the same time she is breathing life 
back into the seemingly forgotten genre 
of R&B. This new version of R&B Parrish 
has created is something that has been 
missing from music. Her interpretation 
and perspective is very innovative and 
refreshing. She is showing others that 
they can now make waves to follow her 
path, or at least branch from it. 
Kehlani starts the project off with 
the intro 
song, a very 
e m p ow e r i n g 
poem about 




can go through 
the ups and 
downs but still 
come out fine 
in the end. 
With this song, 
she sends the 
message that 
she just wants 
someone to 
accept her 
for who she is 
and to flourish 
with her. It really sets the tone for the 
entire album and actually explains the 
underlying meaning of the title of the 
album. The vocal style she uses is very 
unique because it incorporates a silky, 
raspy tone but 
out of nowhere 
she can burst 
into her upper 
range and really 









to herself. From 
a sweet girl in 
touch with her 
emotional side, 
a sexy woman 
who is in touch 
with and not 
afraid of her sexuality and a savage 
woman who cares about her feelings only 
and does whatever is necessary to make 
herself happy without the influence of 
others. She gives an in-depth expression 
of each of these sides in her songs. The 
main songs that really stand out on 
the album are “Keep On” and “Piece of 
Mind,” which illustrate Parrish’s sweet 
side and confidence. “Distraction” and 
“Undercover” are two songs that deal 
with her sensuality. “Personal” and 
“Too Much” bring out her savage side, 
the part of her that doesn’t worry about 
past relationships and wants to focus 
on herself. Kehlani definitely shows 
her versatility as an artist. It is great she 
does this, because many artists are one-
dimensional, and it is easy to see how 
much she stands above the rest in the R&B 
genre, especially considering that this 
is her first attempt. Overall, this project 
is really great. If you want to check her 
album out you can find it on YouTube, or 
on any music streaming service (Spotify, 
Tidal etc.).
Quirky game one of 2016’s best
By Max Brickner
Pulse Reporter
What started off as a joke has now become 
a reality with “Cat Girl Without Salad: 
Amuse~Bouche,” a video game released 
in June by WayForward Technologies. The 
game is about a cat girl named Kebako 
who is a cyborg and bounty hunter in 
space, accompanied by her robotic 
squid assistant, Squiddie. Initially a 2013 
April Fools joke, “Cat Girl Without Salad: 
Amuse~Bouche” became a real game in 
2016 due to popular demand by fans of 
the until then non-existent series.
The gameplay is typical of a real time 
2D shooter. However, elements of turn-
based RPG gameplay, puzzle games, 
classic arcade games, sports games or 
rhythm & dancing games occasionally 
come into play. The 2D shooting section 
never stops until the game ends. When 
playing, enemies drop junk food which 
can be eaten to regain lost health. 
However, players must avoid salad, which 
hurts them rather than healing them. This 
is justified in the plot of the game, as the 
main character, Kebako the Cat Girl, does 
not like salad.
“Cat Girl Without Salad: Amuse~Bouche” 
can often be difficult, as enemy attacks 
are not always telegraphed, but the game 
is fairly generous with power ups and 
high scores. The game also limits the 
player hitbox to the size of their bowtie. 
The game is fairly balanced, just not on a 
consistent basis. The game also utilizes the 
consequences of choice, allowing players 
to spare certain characters through mercy 
or destroy their peace offerings. The 
game makes a point that burning bridges 
can hold serious consequences, as the 
difficulty increases after shooting down 
peace offerings.
The soundtrack is composed by 
Jake Kauffman, the composer for the 
games “Shovel Knight,” “Mighty Switch 
Force,” and “Shantae.” The quality of the 
soundtrack is superb, and is coordinated 
with player action to ensure looping rarely, 
if ever, occurs during normal gameplay. 
The beats are poppy and upbeat, and 
match the thematic tones of the game 
very well. Unlike the game itself, the full 
over thirty minute soundtrack is available 
online under a name your price model as 
“Cat Girl Without Salad: Amuse-Bouche – 
Extra Crispy or Original Soundtrack.”
The other audio aspects of the game are 
also on point. All character interactions 
are fully voice acted, and the voice actors 
do a great job giving their characters 
inspired personalities.  One flaw is, 
occasionally, it can be hard to understand 
what is going on in the game due to 
stimulus overload.
Overall, this oddity is a true gem, 
and my game of the year for 2016. If 
such an award existed I would bestow 
the BG News Pulse Game of the Year 
Award upon “Cat Girl Without Salad: 
Amuse~Bouche.” Whenever WayForward 
Technologies releases a full version, you 
should certainly consider playing it. If you 
accidently purchased “Cat Girl Without 
Salad: Amuse~Bouche” during its limited 
availability in 2016 and forgot to play it, 
you should definitely give it a shot!
Photo Provided
Photo Provided
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Kesha concert raises money for charity
By Meredith Siegel
Pulse Reporter
On Friday Jan. 27, singer/songwriter 
Kesha preformed at the Stroh center at 
Bowling Green State University. She was 
backed by her band, The Creepies, and 
delivered a lively, glittery and political 
show.
The concert was opened by two bands, 
Graduation Day and Light Horizon. Both 
bands provided genres much different 
from Kesha’s own, and while they each 
had their own strengths, the audience got 
antsy waiting for the main show to start. 
This was highlighted by the huge gap of 
time between the end of Light Horizon’s 
performance and Kesha’s.
When she finally came out, the 
crowd was energized again. There were 
reportedly about 2000 in attendance. 
Kesha continued on her F**k the World 
Tour backed by her band, The Creepies. 
She opened with one of her most popular 
songs, “Die Young”. All night she played 
covers or songs from past albums. 
This past year Kesha has been in a 
lawsuit against her producer, Dr. Luke, for 
alleged sexual assault. She lost the right 
to perform or release any songs without 
him, and she refuses to work with him. 
As she told the crowd, she has “73 new 
songs” waiting for her audience, but she 
is not legally allowed to release them now.
Playing her well-known songs made 
the crowd excited. There were cheers and 
fists in the air as each song started to play, 
especially really big hits like “Tik Tok” 
or “Take it Off”. Kesha also covered “You 
Don’t Own Me” by Grace and expressed 
the song expressed exactly what she was 
feeling.
Kesha’s performance was political all 
night as she talked about her “lawsuit 
from hell,” as well as our new presidential 
administration and brought out a rainbow 
American flag in solidarity for the LGBT 
community. 
The performance was organized by 
Bands4Change, a company that sets up 
concerts for charity. This show was the 
company’s first, but CEO Maya Dayal, an 
Ohio resident, hopes to continue doing a 
concert like this annually. When asked why 
she chose Kesha for this particular show, 
Dayal responded that Kesha has history 
as an activist, and the charities chosen 
were all things Kesha is passionate about. 
To make the performers have a “personal 
connection to the company,” Dayal lets 
the performers pick the charities they 
want the proceeds to benefit. The Humane 
Society International, the National Eating 
Disorder Association, and the Rape, Abuse 
& Incest National Network were the three 
charities that Kesha chose.
The show was fun and energetic. The 
crowd left the show with sore throats and 





Americans send an 
estimated 900 million 
Valentine’s Day cards 
each year.
Send us your story suggestions and  
ideas to thenews@bgnews.com!
tell us online @ 
You open the paper everyday, what would 
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Now Leasing for Fall 2017
LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS!
Best of
BG
Best of BG 2016 
Voted Best Landlord
Heinz Apartments 334 N. Main Frazee Avenue Apts 425 E. Court Street
Bentwood Estates 501 Pike Campbell Hill Apts Historic Millikin
Community rallies against executive order
By Jennifer Verzuh
Pulse Editor
Dawn Hubbell-Staeble has been attending 
rallies and protests since she joined her 
family at a mobilization following the 
assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. 
Since then, she hasn’t slowed down, having 
participated in the Women’s March in 
Washington D.C. earlier this month.
“I think it’s important to let our voices be 
heard,” Hubbell-Staeble said. 
On Sunday night she was one of roughly 
250 community members, students, and 
faculty members who gathered together 
sporting signs and candles to show their 
support of immigrant and refugees and 
their disapproval of President Trump’s 
recent executive order which temporarily 
restricts travel and immigration into 
the United States from seven countries. 
Hubbell-Staeble feels particularly 
connected to this issue given her history.
“I came to the US as an immigrant as 
a child and had a green card until I was 
naturalized,” she said. “And this really 
angers me.”
A senior lecturer at the University, 
Hubbell-Staeble predicts that this ban will 
negatively impact the college.
“The current ban will affect international 
enrollment, which Bowling Green is trying 
to improve, and our ability to recruit quality 
faculty,” she said.
She advised that University students 
get involved with this cause as it greatly 
impacts them.
Graduate student Meriem Mechehoud, 
who was also in attendance, agreed.
“Many of the students are directly 
affected,” she said. 
An international student from Algeria, 
Mechehoud said she was heartened by 
the community’s reaction to the executive 
order.
“It’s really nice to see people showing 
their love to us, and the least we can do is 
join them.”
The event was organized by Megan 
Rancier, who created a Facebook event the 
previous night and was happy to see such a 
large turn out. 
“I’m overwhelmed,” she said. “It was 
just a spur of the moment idea that people 
connected with.”
Two petitions were circulating at the 
event, one addressed to Senator BLANK 
Continues on Page 14
PHOTO BY SIMIEON SPIVEY
Many protesters brought homemade signs to 
show their outrage.
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Hockey splits series with Ferris State




Vs. Miami | 7pm
FRIDAY, FEB. 3
Hockey:
Vs. N. Michigan | 7pm
SATURDAY, FEB. 4
Womens Basketball:
Vs. Akron | 12:30pm
PHOTO BY NICK BIEREPHOTO BY NICK BIERE
Junior Mark Friedman in ready position eariler this season.
Zane Miller
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcons hockey team defeated the 
Ferris State Bulldogs 3-2 in overtime 
Friday night, but suffered their first 
shutout loss of the season on Saturday 
night, falling 5-0.
“I thought we played pretty good 
Friday, but not good at all Saturday,” 
Falcons Head Coach Chris Bergeron 
said. “(We need) the same thing we need 
to work all year, our consistency.”
Friday’s game began with Ferris State 
getting on the board first, scoring at the 
7:02 mark of the first period and taking 
the 1-0 lead into the second period. 
In the second, however, the Falcons 
responded with junior forward Tyler 
Spezia scoring at the 7:29 mark to tie the 
game back up. Ferris State rebounded 
at 15:47 to retake the lead, which they 
also carried going into the third period. 
Senior forward Kevin Dufour got the 
tying goal on the power play for the 
Falcons just after the halfway point in 
the third period. Neither team could 
score in regulation from that point on, 
causing the game to go into overtime. 
The overtime period did not take long, 
however. After 34 seconds into overtime, 
junior defenseman Mark Friedman 
scored the game winner for the Falcons, 
as the team took the 3-2 victory.
“It was an up and down game in 
terms of momentum,” Bergeron said. 
“I thought we had a decent first, but 
we obviously came out down a goal. I 
really liked our second period, and then 
to come out of the second period down 
a goal was disappointing. Then we had 
to go into the third with a five-on-three 
penalty kill, but I thought our guys stuck 
with it. They didn’t let the momentum 
change us, they didn’t let that stop us 
from playing hard, I thought our energy 
and intensity was pretty consistent all 
night long, and, ultimately, I think we 
really earned a tough win.”
On Saturday, both teams went 
scoreless through the first period, until 
Ferris State broke the stalemate with a 
goal at 2:51. The goal started off a big 
period offensively for Ferris State, as 
they scored again at 8:59, then scored 
back-to-back goals just over a minute 
apart to take a 4-0 lead going into the 
third period. The Falcons would not be 
able to come back in the third period, as 
Ferris State added another goal at 12:14 
to take the 5-0 victory.
“It was tough getting the offense 
going, we weren’t very competitive,” 
Bergeron said. “We weren’t even close 
to the level that we set for ourselves. You 
can’t create offense when you’re chasing 
the other team around or turning pucks 
over, we played the game slow in all 
three columns.”
The team is set to play in the first 
series of a five-game home stand, as they 
face the Northern Michigan Wildcats on 
Friday and Saturday night.
SPORTS January 31, 2017  |  PAGE 10




















BGSU 65, MIA 30
Get to.
CRE 64, BUT 75
Pick because.
BAY 55, KAN 65
I was.
















The Bowling Green Falcons womens 
basketball team squared off against the Kent 
State Golden Flashes this past Saturday for 
the first time this year only to come short by 
a score of 80-78.  Last season ago the Falcons 
swept Kent State in both meetings, but have 
been unable to get a win since Jan. 7 and 
now have dropped their sixth straight game.
Sophomore guard Carly Santoro led the 
Falcons with a career high of 32 points and 
game high of 11 rebounds.  The Bellevue, 
Ohio, native’s previous career high occurred 
back in November when she scored 28 points 
against the Saint Peter’s Peacocks.  Other 
Falcon standouts include fellow sophomore 
guard Sydney Lambert, who added 16 points 
with 4 assists, and junior guard Haley Puk, 
who contributed 8 points and 4 assists.
“At the end of the day the foul line was the 
big difference,” Falcons Head Coach Jennifer 
Roos said.  The Falcons allowed Kent State to 
get to the line 36 times, a season high.  Kent 
State converted on their chances by making 
31 of the 36 free throws while shooting 19-
20 at the line in the second half.  Of the 
31 makes at the line, senior guard Larissa 
Lurken made 19.  Lurken only missed one 
free throw all game. She leads the country in 
free throws made and attempted, and is also 
tied for fifth in the nation with 22.7 points 
per game. Lurkin was a headache for the 
Falcons, contributing 31 points, 5 assists and 
6 rebounds.
The first half seemed as though it would 
be a runaway game for Kent State with a 36-
24 lead, including a 13-0 run and a 4-minute 
scoring drought for the Falcons.  The Falcons 
trailed for over nineteen minutes and saw 
themselves losing the battle of the boards, 
turnovers and second chance points.  Senior 
guard McKenna Stephens seemed as though 
she would coast to a double-double with an 
easy win.
However, the Falcons came to play in 
the second half.  With strong third quarter 
performances from Santoro, Siefker, 
Lambert and the rest of the Falcons, the team 
managed to cut the deficit to 2 points while 
managing to drop 30 points in the quarter. 
Headed into the fourth quarter the Falcons 
saw themselves down two with momentum 
on their side.  Senior forward Ashley Tunstall, 
freshman guard Andrea Cecil and Puk all 
fouled out in the final 10 minutes which 
allowed Kent State to convert at the line.  Up 
3 points with 6:27 left, Kent guard Larissa 
Lurken fouled Puk that sparked a Falcons 
7-0 run and a 2-point lead with five minutes 
left in the game.  In Bird vs Magic fashion, 
Larissa Lurken and Santoro combined for 20 
points in the final 4 minutes and 50 seconds 
of the game, but Kent State freshman Megan 
Carter was the hero after she buried a free 
throw line jumper with 2.2 seconds to seal 
the deal for Kent State after the Falcons 
failed to get a shot off at the buzzer.
Heading into the bye week, the Falcons 
will have plenty of time to rest up in hopes 
of snapping their losing streak as they host 
the Akron Zips Saturday, Feb. 4, with tip off 
at 12:30.
BG can’t let them 
score over 80.
BGSU 82, MIA 75
I don’t care aboiut 
either.
CRE 78, BUT 84
Game of the week. 
Kansas wins at 
buzzer.
BAY 85, KAN 87
I hate myself for 
picking UNC.
ND 68, NC 76
Also hate myself for 
picking Kentucky.
KEN 87, FLO 80
Still hoping BG!
BGSU 80, MIA 30
Were is Creighton?
CRE 48, BUT 76
Guessing Kansas.
BAY 42, KAN 55
North Carolina 
because why not.
ND 70, NC 80
Florida is a cool 
place.
KEN 57, FLO 68
I’m going to say this 
is a pretty safe bet.
BGSU 38, MIA 55
Never really heard of 
Creighton.
CRE 30, BUT 50
Had to seek 
advice on this 
one.
BAY 54, KAN 66
I’d rather be in 
North Carolina than 
Indiana.
ND 43, NC 69
Also had to get 
advice for this one.
KEN 70, FLO 65
I was near Butler this 
weekend so... 
Go Butler.
CRE 48, BUT 78
Upset of the 
century.
BAY 60, KAN 61
I guess North 
Carolina.
ND 70, NC 78
KEEEENNTUCKY! I 
don’t know why.
KEN 70, FLO 67
Late.
KEN 87, FLO 80
OOOO! Get em BG!
BGSU 64, MIA 60
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2017 FREE RENT WINNER!
 
Mecca Management has been giving one person  
FREE RENT for the school year for 10 years now. 
Kathryn Hyre is the 10th winner of Mecca Management’s “FREE RENT” for 
the school year. She was the lucky contestant out of three who had the right 
key to unlock the door at the girls basketball game on Saturday afternoon. 
Kathryn is a Junior at BGSU studying Business Administration. She is also 
involved in Delta Sigma Pi.  Congrats Kathryn on your free rent for 2017-
2018! The other two contestants, Jessica Blumerick and Joseph Surgis, 
each won a gift basket worth $250 in gifts and gift cards. We would like to 
thank BGSU and all the businesses that donated: El Zaprape, Wings Over, 
Biggby Coffee, Marcos Pizza, Penn Station, DP Dough, and the Cookie Jar. 
C H E C K  U S  O U T  O N  FA C E B O O K  O R  Y O U T U B E
Congratulations, Kathryn Hyre!
Student opens door 
to a year of free rent
By Holly Shively
Editor-in-Chief
On the half-court line of the Jan. 21 womens 
basketball game, one University student opened 
a door that changed her senior year.
While many students dream of living rent free, 
third year business administration student Katie 
Hyre’s dream became a reality when her key 
worked on the door marked with Mecca’s logo, 
winning free rent for the 2017-2018 academic 
year.
“It took me a minute to even get the key in the 
lock without knocking it over, and I remember 
feeling it turn a little bit,” Hyre said.
It took a man telling her the door opened and 
she had won for it to really sink in, “and I was just 
speechless,” she said.
One of Mecca’s owners, Michelle Remeis, said 
Mecca has offered free rent to one student for 
the last six years, but this year it partnered with 
the University to make the giveaway a larger 
event as a housing sponsor at sporting events.
Three names were drawn from the hat as 
finalists for a chance to win the free rent. Those 
three each got a key at the basketball game, with 
one key being the right one to open the lock.
Hyre was the first one to try, and also the 
winner. The prize is about a $5000 value, Remeis 
said. 
“That will probably be the same way we do 
it next year because it was great for both us and 
the University,” Remeis said. “Just the energy in 
the arena—everyone was so excited.”
While she currently rents from Greenbriar 
because of convenience after spending a 
semester at an internship, Hyre will switch to 
live near her best friend.
“I knew exactly where I wanted to be and just 
decided to get a jump on it,” Hyre said about 
renting with Mecca. 
She said she had no idea about the deal before 
she turned in her paperwork and deposit.
“My plan was to go to Mecca and pay my 
deposit, and when I did they said ‘oh you can 
out your name on this ticket to win free rent,’” 
she said. “I didn’t think much of it, but I did it 
anyway.”
She first found out she was a finalist for the 
prize while she was at work.
“I honestly couldn’t even comprehend it at 
first…I remember being like ‘okay great thanks,” 
she said. “I wasn’t even thinking I could actually 
win free rent at first.”
Hyre said she’s extremely grateful to Mecca 
because now she will be able to just focus on 
school during her senior year.
“This eliminates all the stress of the costs 
associated with living off-campus,” she said.
The drawing each year is open to all Mecca 
tenants renewing their leases or any new renters 
who have their paperwork, application and 
deposit submitted by the end of fall semester.
Mecca owns between 800 and 1000 units in 
Bowling Green. 
PHOTO PROVIDED BY MICHELLE REMEIS
Katie Hyre won free rent for the 2017-2018 academic year when her key opened the winning door.
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B O W L I N G  G R E E N  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y
T O  A D V E R T I S E  C A L L  4 1 9 - 3 7 2 - 2 6 0 6
By Keefe Watson
Campus Editor
The City of Bowling Green’s Planning 
Department is amidst plans to revitalize the city, 
particularly the east side neighborhoods around 
the University and between Main Street and I-75. 
Heather Sayler of the city’s Planning 
Department visited USG on Monday to present 
the idea to students. 
“It’s really important that we work closely with 
the University and, of course, students,” Sayler 
said. 
In 2014, the city passed a future land use 
plan that prioritizes neighborhoods around the 
University.
“Not only do we want you to have a great 
education here, but we would like you to stay 
here and live in our neighborhoods and have a 
great job,” Sayler said.  
To accomplish these goals, the city hired an 
urban planning firm called Camiros. Adam 
Rosa, a principle at Camiros, is working closely 
with the city and University community to better 
understand the community’s desires for the east 
side neighborhoods.  
“This is all about strengthening the 
relationship between the University and the 
surrounding neighborhoods,” Rosa said. 
“We’re trying to move towards something that’s 
more about opportunity, livability, vitality and 
education.”
Rosa and the city hope to improve both the 
experiences of students and non-students who 
live in the east side neighborhoods.
“In college towns like this there’s always a little 
bit of tension between the students and the long 
timers,” Rosa said. 
The plan seeks to take both reactive and 
proactive approaches to improvements.  
Questions Rosa and the city are seeking to 
answer include transportation changes, such as 
bike lanes, business development like accessible 
shopping, public safety and affordable student 
housing. 
The city has had community meetings and 
currently has a task force working on plans for 
the neighborhood development. 
The next community outreach effort is 
occurring on Tuesday, Feb. 7 from 6 p.m. to 8 
p.m. at the courthouse. Community members 
are encouraged to come by to learn more about 
the plans being made and to offer suggestions 
for improvements. 
Rosa has worked on similar projects to 
Bowling Green, South Bend, Indiana where the 
University of Notre Dame is located. 
“We did the original plan [in South Bend] that 
resulted in what’s called Eddy Street Commons,” 
Rosa said. “It’s a three to four block long strip 
with restaurants and shops and housing above... 
it created a whole new neighborhood that’s right 
next to campus.” 
Although this South Bend model may not fit 
for Bowling Green, it shows the success Camiros 
has had in college towns before. The firm is also 
staring a similar college town project in DeKalb, 
Illinois where Northern Illinois University is 
located. 
Rosa’s goal for Bowling Green is to learn from 
the residents how the city can make positive 
changes for the east side neighborhoods. 
“The focus of what we do is really 
neighborhood planning, and it’s all community 
based planning” aimed at positive change, Rosa 
said. 
Separately at the meeting, Provost Rodney 
Rogers gave some follow up to President Mary 
Ellen Mazey’s email letter about President 
Trump’s recent executive order banning 
immigration from seven select countries. 
“A core value of Bowling Green State University 
since as long as I know has been around ensuring 
that we have a diverse community to learn from 
each other,” Rogers said. “Diverse communities 
are powerful and strong communities.” 
Rogers reiterated Mazey’s message from her 
letter. 
“Fostering a culture of inclusion is a core value 
of Bowling Green State University,” the letter 
states. “Our University community is greatly 
enriched by our international students and 
faculty...”
The University is working to fully understand 
the implications of Trump’s executive order. 
There are students and faculty from the seven 
countries included in the executive order. The 
University has reached out to each of these 
individuals, Rogers said. 
Rogers also said that student with more 
questions should reach out to Dr. Marcia Salazar-
Valentine. 
Updates on the possible J-term were also 
given on Monday night.
City plans east side revitalization
Read more at:
 BGFalconMedia.com
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THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3 x 3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9. There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve
Program ofers safety, tolerance
Amber Jones
Faculty/Staf Safe Zone Training
With prejudice and discriminatory behavior 
towards LGBT* folks and limited understanding 
adversely affecting the community, edification 
and understanding of LGBT* people is 
becoming essential.  The University’s Safe Zone 
Program strives to promote equity, diversity and 
inclusion while building a support network of 
allies for the LGBT* community. 
Since its official launch in the Fall of 2012, 
this project has offered the Safe Zone workshop 
to every student organization, University 
department and program on campus. The Safe 
Zone Training program is a two-hour workshop 
that provides education concerning LGBT* 
issues. 
“We pack so much information into the 
Safe Zone training,” Coordinator for LGBT* 
Programs, Dr. Katie Stygles, said. “We go through 
definitions and vocabulary that pertain to the 
LGBT* community, we talk about the cycle 
of oppression and everything dealing with 
homophobia and heterosexism and how that 
affects college students.”
The definitions and vocabulary discussed 
in the training that pertain to the LGBT* 
community involve the gender identity, gender 
expression and sexual orientation of a person. 
The acknowledgement of these terms and 
working definitions creates an understanding 
of how a person identifies. With the faculty and 
staff Safe Zone training on Wednesday, Feb. 1, 
Dr. Stygles hopes to modify the information for 
faculty and staff so they can take what they learn 
and apply it to their teaching styles.
“This one in particular gives us the 
opportunity to tailor the material a little more 
specifically to our faculty and staff members in 
terms of better supporting the LGBT* students,” 
Dr. Stygles said. 
With over 30 staff members registered for the 
training, Dr. Stygles expressed that it is important 
that the University faculty and staff take part in 
the Safe Zone training so they know the actions 
and steps to take to make sure all students 
feel respected and included. Faculty and staff 
will be taking part in lectures and small group 
discussions regarding LGBT* issues/concerns 
and  participating in an interactive workshop. 
“With the interactive activity, people get 
cards with an LGBT* related identity and then 
get another card with an intersecting identity. It 
might tell them what their socioeconomic status 
is or what their race and religion is, and then we 
talk about how those identities might impact 
one another. With this activity, we focus a lot on 
intersectionalities of a person,” Dr. Stygles said. 
Because some faculty and staff are already 
aware of some of these issues, the trainings 
are never the same and involve some faculty 
members training others within the workshop. 
“The Safe Zone training program is intended 
to build a network of allies, so we are seeing 
people becoming more aware of different 
LGBT* issues that are affecting individuals right 
here on campus and around the world. When 
we have allies and advocates willing to stand 
up and say ‘I am going to do this work with 
you,’ our numbers grow and there is strength in 
numbers,” Dr. Stygles said. 
According to the University’s LGBT* Programs 
webpage, the University also offers the Safe Zone 
Train the Trainer program which aims to teach 
participants how to be Safe Zone Workshop 
Facilitators. Participants need to complete a Safe 
Zone workshop before the facilitator training. 
Faculty, staff and students as well as community 
members can take part in the workshop. 
“I think it is important that everyone in the 
Bowling Green community take part in the Safe 
Zone training because we need to be educated 
and make our community members feel 
safe and not excluded,” community member 
Carmela Ramos said. 
Upcoming Safe Zone Trainings are Feb. 21 
and 22, March 17 and 22. These trainings are 
open to students, faculty/staff and community 
members. Registration is on the University’s 
LGBT* Programs webpage under Safe Zone 
Program. 
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Quality Service 
Quality Housing
319 E. Wooster Street | Across from Taco Bell
Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday - 9:00 to 3:00
419.354.2260  | www.johnnewloverealestate.com
■ Complete Rental Listing available 
     in our Rental Offi ce or online
■ Close to Campus 
■ Furnished/Unfurnished 
■ Flexible Leases
319 E. WOOSTER ST.              BOWLING GREEN
419-354-2260
F O R  R E N T
 
CALL RENTAL OFFICE 
to schedule showings
We have Effi ciencies/Studios.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments.
And Houses Available.
Great Selections ■ Close to Campus ■ Great Prices
(gas, water, sewer, and trash)
Quiet , Cozy , Convenient!
University Village & University Courts
 Generous Utility Package Included 




 Walk to Campus
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   24 hour                                  
emergency    
maintenance











Continues from Page 8
Portman and the other to Representative 
Latta asking them to “condemn this 
executive order and take immediate 
legislative action to overturn it.”
The hour long vigil, which took place 
on the corner of Wooster and Church 
Street, had several speakers, including 
members of the local government. City 
Councilman Daniel Gordon criticized the 
executive order and spoke on the need for 
acceptance.
“We will tolerate no hate in Bowling 
Green,” he said. “All of this illegal, it’s 
unconstitutional and it’s stupid.”
“America was built by immigrants and 
refugees,” Gordon said.
Other speakers included members of the 
University’s Persian Students Association, 
the Muslim 
S t u d e n t s 
Association, the 
Toledo Music 
A s s o c i a t i o n 
and  Rev. Gary 
Saunders, Not 
In Our Town’s 
c o m m u n i t y 
c o - c h a i r m a n 
and the co-
pastor of First 
Presbyterian 
Church of 
B o w l i n g 
Green.
Rancier ended the event by encouraging 
those in attendance not to despair, but to 
take action.
“You can always do something,” she said.
Yesterday, in response to the executive 
order and the impact it may have on the 
university, the Office of the President at 
the University issued a statement revealing 






students and all 
members of our 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l 
c o m m u n i t y 
with our 
representatives 




Council, the Association of American 
Universities, and other higher education 
organizations,” President Mary-Ellen 
Mazey said in the statement. 
PHOTO BY JEN VERZUH
Dawn Hubbell-Staeble made her sign to show 
no one will interfere with her students.
PHOTO BY SIMIEON SPIVEY
Many community members and students gathered to 
express their disapproval of the ban.
PHOTO BY SIMIEON SPIVEY
Protesters also attended to show their support of 
immigrants and refugess.
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Call office for details.  
Promo ends 01/31/17.
RING IN THE  
NEW  
YEAR!




A P A R T M E N T S
Take advantage of our Special! 
FREE INTERNET
FREE TANNING 
 PRIVATE SHUTTLE 
24 HR COMPUTER LAB
 24 HR FITNESS CENTER 
INDIVIDUAL LEASES  
FURNISHED UNITS 
WASHER/DRYER
 SAND VOLLEYBALL COURT 
BASKETBALL COURT
 ENDLESS RESIDENT EVENTS
BGSU HOUSING LIMITED
Come take a TourThe Edge BG @TheEdgeBG
RESERVE YOURS NOW BEFORE  IT’S TOO LATE!
ONLY 60 SPOTS LEFT!
WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
HURRY IN! RESERVE NOW!










Gibson First Fridays give students 
opportunities to express concerns.
Vice President of Student Affairs, Dr. 
Thomas Gibson, will be hosting Gibson First 
Fridays on the first Friday of every month. 
These meetings are for students to express any 
comments or concerns they may have.
“I want to hear about the things they enjoy 
and we should do more of, as well as some 
of those things that they view as not being 
worthwhile or exciting or helpful that we 
should do less of,” Gibson said. 
These First Fridays are meant to give 
students an opportunity to speak freely 
without the pressure to stick to certain topics. 
This allows students to raise any concerns they 
have and to make sure their voice is heard. 
It also allows them to ask questions about 
subjects they may want to learn more about.
The inaugural meeting held on Jan. 13 
in The Oaks covered topics such as the BG 
experience. Students were asked about what 
they would and would not change about 
the experience. Students mentioned that 
they most loved the support they found in 
University faculty and staff and the strong 
sense of community. Though the main 
topic for the inaugural meeting was the BG 
experience, the conversation covered many 
other topics as well.
“We were talking a little about everything 
and that is what I enjoy so much about that 
exchange, we kind 
of went where the 




hopes to help ensure 
students’ success on 
campus by opening 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n 
up without any 
agendas, and by 
allowing students to 
talk about anything 
they want to talk 
about. He also 
hopes to remove 
any potential 
barriers there may 
be between students 
and administration.
“I want them to 
know that there are folks on campus that are 
really concerned about their success and I’m 
willing to do anything I can possibly do to 
ensure they are successful at the institution,” 
Gibson said.
Gibson hopes to continue these 
meetings for as long as students are interested. 
First Fridays will alternate between The Oaks 
and the Falcon’s Nest to better accommodate 
both resident and commuter students. The 
next meeting will be on Feb. 3 in the Falcon’s 
Nest.
Gibson fashions First Friday
PHOTO BY ISAIAH VAZQUEZ
First Fridays will be an open forum for students to express concerns.
“I want to hear about 
the things (students) 
enjoy...as well as some 
of those things that 
they view as not being 
worthwhile or exciting 
or helpful that we 
should do less of,”
Thomas Gibson
Vice President of Student 
Afairs













7 Cut that may need stitches
8 Parkay, say
9 New Jersey township named 
for an inventor
10 Silly blunder
11 Walk faster than
12 PX shopper
13 Robin Hood's bow 
wood
22 Try to tempt with
24 Party throwers











41 1987 title law-enforc-
ing cyborg
44 Meets, as a challenge
45 "Anne of Green 
Gables" community
46 Poison drunk by 
Socrates




54 Old Norse explorer
55 Marketing leader?
56 Nudge
58 Common street name
59 Pastoral expanse
1 Hearth dust
4 Snapple's __ Madness
9 Jet black
14 Shade of green
15 Exemplary





21 Structures with many layers?
23 "My Antonia" novelist
25 To some degree
28 Situation before a two-run homer
29 "Barnaby Jones" star
32 Lilly of pharmaceuticals
33 Hardly talkative
34 Strange: Pref.
35 Take down __
36 Like a shady boulevard ... and 
like this puzzle, in terms of its 12 
border answers
39 Long-jawed fish
42 Order in the court
43 "Happy Pills" singer Jones
47 Game with Skip cards
48 Lavish affairs
49 Ambition
50 Ally in a TV courtroom
52 Payment for a return
53 Brunch cookware item
57 Like mil. volunteers
58 "MacGyver" actor Dana
60 Get (a ship) ready to sail again
61 __-pitch softball
62 Second of 13 popes
63 "You beat me"
64 Gumshoe
65 Syrup type
66 __ Rapids, Iowa
67 C&W's __ Ridge Boys
The Daily Crossword FixThe Daily Cr sword Fix
attendants sat in the aisles to fit more people.
After the mass, the basilica offered adoration 
until 6 a.m. the following morning before 
another mass and rosary for life. Two separate 
youth rallies began at 7 a.m. which included 
speakers, a live house band, masses and 
personal accounts of abortion and euthanasia 
experiences until early afternoon.
There was another band and rally right before 
the actual march, including a speech from Vice 
President Mike Pence.
The march began on Constitution Avenue 
around 1 p.m., and the two-mile walk lasted 
about two hours.
Bauer also said he was surprised by the 
radicals showing graphic abortion images and 
other Christians yelling at Catholic marchers.
However, Moretto said the number of youth 
stepping up is impressive, and the walk has 
definitely grown larger since she first started 
attending in 2011.
“I always thought it was just a lot of youth. 
I’m surprised at how many older people were 
there,” Bauer said.
He always thought it was something youth 
parishes went to, but that adults steered clear of.
“It’s actually pretty impactful to see just so 
many people joining together for life,” Moretto 
said.
While she said she wished there was more 
of a focus on all life instead of just abortion, 
joining together for the most recent issue was 
still beneficial.
Bauer said there were also marchers 
advocating for refugees and ending euthanasia. 
The march signified all life is sacred.
The walk is now always held on the last 
Friday in January, after a change last year from 
its original date on the anniversary of Roe v. 
Wade.
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5 Bedroom House for Rent Aug 2017-2018.
2 Baths; kitchen inc. fridge and stove; Laundry
room-W/D hookup. Encl. Back porch; off street
parking; 2000sq.ft. 617 N. Main St BG $1450/mo.
aricketts@woh.rr.com or text 419-722-1371
Apartment to share across from Dunkin Donuts.
Own furnished room. Very clean.
$300+$75 utilities. 937-344-6009
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3 M-F
www.BGApartments.com
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